
7 STEPS TO
A BETTER
BRAND
IDENTITY



               hat makes a great brand identity or logo? 
What are the basic principles and best practise 
that one should adhere to? To help you navigate 
the whole area, we’ve compiled a list of our top 7 
tips to consider when designing your new brand. 
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As the saying goes “less is more”, so avoid overly complica-
ted or highly detailed logo devices where possible. A simple, 
clear execution that reproduces well in all applications and 
formats is always preferable.         

A logo is an emblem and not a sales brochure - that means if 
you ask it to do too much it will ultimately fail in its primary fun-
ction. If you’re lucky and succeed in creating something real-
ly distinctive, then it may be possible for the icon/logo device 
to be used without any type i.e. your audience recognise your 
company by its logo icon alone. Think of McDonalds golden ar-
ches, the Nike swoosh or the Adidas stripes.

1.SIMPLICITY



A good logo will stand the test of time. Following the herd and 
copying the style of the day will leave you with a logo that dates 
far quicker that it should. Gimmicky typefaces, “cool” effects or 
cutting-edge design might be ok for a design agency but most 
likely not for your businesses. 

Controversial design may win awards but it usually only appe-
als to a minority and therefore alienates the majority. Your logo 
must seek to be both inclusive and appropriate in terms of its 
look and feel for your target audience.

2.AVOID
FOLLOWING TRENDS  



In its lifetime your logo may need to be used on websites, bro-
chures, signage, clothing, cards, billboards or promotional pro-
ducts. That’s no small task. How will your logo look in single 
colour? How will it scale down? How will it embroider? How will 
it look on screen? How will it look on a solid background? 

Being versatile and creating primary and secondary versions of 
your logo will keep your brand looking its best no matter where 
it’s encountered.

3.VERSATILITY
IS KEY



It sounds like an obvious goal for a logo but more often than not 
we fall into the trap of mirroring our competition, crediting them 
with some insight into logo design that they don’t deserve. 

This is where the skills of a professional creative are invaluable. 
The ability to combine sound branding logic with fresh creative 
ideas will be what makes you logo into a real winner. Be willing 
to invest in good design. It’s not a service you should select ba-
sed on lowest price or quickest turnaround – in most instances 
you get what you pay for (or don’t pay for!!)

4.BE
DIFFERENT



What does your logo say about your company? Is it simply 
a one dimensional design with no logical or emotional link to 
what you do? Does its design execution work on something 
more than just a superficial level? Does it credit the viewer with 
a level of intelligence that may be required to “get” the logo and 
its deeper meaning? 

That doesn’t mean you set out to be deliberately vague of over-
ly clever, just that you put some thought into the various ele-
ments of the design and how it fits with your business. It could 
be a compelling slogan or a logo device with a clever twist. En-
deavour to create a hidden/second meaning to compliment the 
more obvious one on the surface?

5.TELL A 
STORY



Remember when Royal Mail rebranded themselves as Consi-
gnia at a cost of 1.5 million pounds? Only to revert back to Royal 
Mail soon after for an additional cost of another million pounds. 
Why? Simply because the swooped a brand that the public 
could remember for one they pretty much couldn’t. 

The lesson being that obscure titles and/or complex logos make 
life hard for your customers. Keep it snappy, succinct and rele-
vant and you’ll be rewarded with increased brand awareness.

6.EASY TO
REMEMBER



You wouldn’t fix you own car so why is it that so many of us 
think we are a dab hand at logo design? Rule No. 1 - only employ 
an experienced design professional and when you do, don’t at-
tempt to do their job for them. 

As the old adage goes ”If you have a dog, let it bark”. By all me-
ans give the designer a detailed brief and as much insight as 
possible but leave it at that. Remember there’s a huge differen-
ce between mere opinion and actual expertise. 

7.ALWAYS 
EMPLOY A PRO
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